Coupled Bionic Design of Liquid Fertilizer Deep Application Type Opener Based on Sturgeon Streamline to Enhance Opening Performance in Cold Soils of Northeast China
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Abstract: Liquid fertilizer has many advantages, such as low production cost and little environmental pollution. Liquid fertilizer open furrow strip application method is widely used in fertilizer application operation. The widely used core-share furrow opener has a high operational resistance, disturbing the soil, hurting the crop roots, causing the liquid fertilizer to volatilize and deteriorating the fertilization effect. In this study, based on the streamline curve of the sturgeon body, we designed several bionic sturgeon liquid fertilizer deep application openers by combining bionics and analyzed the effects of several openers under different operating speeds on open furrow resistances and soil disturbance based on the discrete element method. The mechanism of open furrow resistances reduction and efficient soil backfill of the bionic structure were verified by indoor soil bin tests. The test results show that, compared with the core-share type furrow opener, both open furrow resistances and soil disturbance of the bionic sturgeon liquid fertilizer deep application opener are smaller. This study provides theoretical and practical references for the design of liquid fertilizer deep application openers.
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1. Introduction

Since the rise of the Green Revolution, most countries in the world have begun to vigorously promote modern planting modes, strengthen irrigation and management, and raise the amount of fertilizer and pesticide application to increase the unit and total area output [1–3]. The excessive use of chemical fertilizers will have an impact on the agricultural ecological environment, including soil pollution and agricultural water pollution [4–7]. Therefore, it is essential to maintain sustainable agricultural development, protect soil ecosystems and promote the rational use of chemical fertilizers [8–10]. Regarding crop production and planting, the most common method of fertilizer application is to throw solid granular fertilizer, but the application of solid fertilizer on the surface of soil is very volatile. This causes the loss of nutrients and environmental pollution, and affects the crop absorption [11,12]. Compared with the solid fertilizer, liquid fertilizer deep application technology in the near root of the crop can significantly improve the efficiency of fertilizer utilization and reduce the volatilization and environmental pollution of fertilizer [13]. However, as for the deep application of liquid fertilizer, many problems are found in the opener, an important part of the project, such as high open furrow forces, large disturbance to soil, and low efficiency. Excessive open furrow forces of the furrow opener will cause excessive energy consumption. Excessive disturbance to the soil will reduce the soil backfill rate and inconsistent backfill depth, which will lead to excessive volatilization of liquid fertilizer, environmental pollution, and it will influence crop absorption [14–16].
current working speed of the deep application machine of liquid fertilizer is typically limited to 6 km h\(^{-1}\), and the high speed will cause excessive disturbance of soil and affect the effect of fertilization [17,18].

Many scholars evaluate the performance of the new opener through computer simulation test. Computer simulation test can reduce the test steps, save the test cost, and reduce the resources required for the design and manufacture of the furrow opener. A discrete element method (DEM) is a numerical simulation method for dealing with discontinuous media first proposed by Cundall in the 1970s, which is used to analyze the mechanical behavior of a granular population [19]. Since the DEM was put forward, it has been proved to be effective by many scholars for building the coupling model of the furrow opener soil interaction, and it is an effective way to study the granular media and dynamics and optimize the design [20].

At present, many scholars have studied the characteristics of soil disturbance caused by the furrow opener and defined soil disturbance. Zhao, Liu, Tan, Cao, Zhang, and Yang [18] selected the key parameters of furrow profile disturbance width and soil backfill depth to measure the degree of soil disturbance. This method only measures the surface parameters of soil furrow profiles, and cannot further quantify the internal disturbance of soil furrow profiles. Francetto et al. [21] measured the disturbance degree of the soil by measuring the raised area (EA), maximum depth (MFD) and width (MFW) of the furrow profile. This method comprehensively quantifies the disturbance of the opener to the soil, but does not further refine the furrow profiles. In this study, the method of Ucgul et al. [22] is adopted. The soil transportation (volume density reduction) and movement (spatial position change) will be caused by the furrow opener in the process of opening.

Bionics is a comprehensive discipline, which applies the laws and mechanisms found in biology to solve the problems in engineering technology [23]. After continuous development, its related research has gradually become the focus of academic research [24,25]. Bionic design methods include curve extraction and fitting by contour projection, 3D reverse engineering model extraction and so on. At present, many researchers design furrow opener shape based on Bionics, and carry out a lot of research. For example, Zhao, Liu, Tan, Cao, Zhang and Yang [18] designed a new type of furrow opener to reduce the working open furrow forces of the furrow opener through the bionic research on the head curve of swordfish. The research showed that when the water content is 12% ± 1%, the working open furrow forces, the width of soil disturbance and the depth of Furrow backfill increase with the rise of trench depth. When the depth of the furrow is 60 mm, the opening furrow forces increase with the rise of water content, however having no obvious effect on the width of soil disturbance and the depth of furrow backfill. Based on the high efficiency and low open furrow forces penetration structure of the badger’s canine tooth surface, Honglei et al. [26] designed four kinds of sliding furrow openers, and a comparative test analysis was carried out. The results showed that the optimized sliding openers have lower operation open furrow forces than the core-share furrow opener. Dickinson [24] designed nine kinds of cassava digging shovel by extracting the forepaw contour of oriental mole and obtained the optimal scheme through experiments, which effectively realized the lightweight of a digging shovel and improved the mechanical performance. These studies provide a theoretical basis for the shape design of the furrow opener. Although many scholars have conducted a lot of research on the bionic furrow opener, most of the research is the application of bionics for designing the furrow opener’s soil penetration curve. There is little research on the influence of the bottom profile curve structure of the furrow opener on the working open furrow forces and soil disturbance in the process of operation.

In nature, many animals have streamlined body curves. Sturgeon is an ancient fish species that has lived underwater for millions of years. It has evolved a well-streamlined drag reduction body structure and has a unique spindle body shape. The migratory sturgeon will go up the river for more than 3000 kilometers and return to its birthplace to breed its offspring [27]. It can be seen that sturgeon has good drag reduction characteristics during swimming. Based on the bionic extraction, Wenfeng et al. [28] constructed the
sturgeon head contour curve to realize the bionic structure of the blade, and the drag reduction mechanism was analyzed.

In this study, a comparison test was conducted between the core-share opener commonly used with liquid fertilizer and the bionic sturgeon liquid fertilizer deep application opener by the discrete element method, and the vertical and horizontal forces were extracted by EDEM2020 software. The furrow profile was quantified by extracting the trench profile with a grid composed of porosity parameters to analyze the key furrow profile parameters affecting the effect of liquid fertilizer deep application operation with speed and bottom profile line. The pattern was analyzed. Finally, a bench test was conducted and compared with the simulation results.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Shape Design of Bionic Furrow Opener

2.1.1. Bionic Prototype

Sturgeon is the general name of 27 species of sturgeons belonging to the family Acipenseridae. Although sturgeons are different in size, their body shape curves are almost the same. Hence, they meet the requirements of a similar geometric structure [29]. The body structure of sturgeon is shown in Figure 1. In this study, the natural dead sturgeon from the national seed factory of Amur sturgeon in Fuyuan, Heilongjiang Province, is selected. EinCan Pro 2x plus high-precision (0.05 mm) hand-held non-contact fine scanner was used to scan the sturgeon surface for the sturgeon surface feature point cloud data. Then, Geomagic Design X software was used to reverse engineer the point cloud data. The 3D model of sturgeon includes the rostrum, head, spine, fins, tail and other parts. Through the lofting and guiding function of Geomagic Design X software, the fin, tail, and other parts were removed and replaced by the adjacent domain fitting surface extension. Finally, the 3D model of the sturgeon could be edited. It was convenient to extract sturgeon body shape curve data at a later stage.

![Figure 1. Sturgeon body structure.](image)

In this study, the shape of the furrow opener was designed based on vertical view. Yan, Su, Zhang, Hang, Zhou, Liu and Wang [29] adopted three schemes, labeled Stop1, Stop2, and Stop3, to comprehensively investigate the streamline geometric characteristics of sturgeon. These schemes considered the influence of sturgeon mouth structure changes on its streamline structure. When the bionic model was constructed along the top view direction, the geometric structures of different sections of the bionic model were different. Therefore, the physical model of the bionic model was established through four parts in this study. Based on the plane of sturgeon mouth and tail top, the 0, 1/4, 2/4, and 3/4 sections of the total height of the sturgeon model were selected and named S1, S2, S3, and S4 respectively. Then, the body curve data of different sections were obtained. The cusp end of sturgeon mouth to the cusp end of sturgeon tail was taken as the x-axis, and the vertical direction is y-axis. The rectangular coordinate system was established. The curve was divided into 55 equal parts along the x-axis, and the position coordinates of the curve relative to the x-axis and y-axis reference line were recorded. Finally, according to the relative position coordinates, polynomial curve fitting was used for mathematical analysis, and the curve equation was obtained. The scanning process and 3D model processing method were shown in Figure 2. The curve equation was shown in Table 1, and the image of fitting curve function was shown in Figure 3.
2.1.2. Design of Furrow Opener

According to the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Mechanization Industry [30], the soil entry curve of the fertilizer opener was selected as the ridge line, and S₁, S₂, S₃, and S₄ were used as the contour line at the bottom of the furrow opener. According to the requirements of agricultural technology, the angle of soil gap was 6°. The height was 150 mm, and the auxiliary installation structure was designed. The bionic sturgeon liquid fertilizer deep application furrow opener was designed and modeled by CATIA software. The structure of the furrow opener was shown in Figure 4. The full-factor experimental designs of four kinds of bionic sturgeon liquid fertilizer deep application furrow openers (S₁, S₂, S₃, and S₄) and core-share furrow opener (S₀) were carried out. As shown in Tables 2 and 3, the design was used to evaluate the influence of different structures of the furrow opener on the opening furrow forces and soil disturbance, and to explore its mechanism.
Table 2. Performance evaluation table of bionic furrow opener and core-share furrow opener.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Furrow Opener</th>
<th>Furrow Opener Code</th>
<th>Contour Curve</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core-share furrow opener</td>
<td>Su₀</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bionic sturgeon liquid fertilizer deep application furrow opener</td>
<td>Su₁, Su₂, Su₃, Su₄</td>
<td>S₁, S₂, S₃, S₄</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Factors of bionic sturgeon liquid fertilizer deep application furrow opener and core-share furrow opener.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Operating Speed (km h⁻¹)</th>
<th>Fertilization Depth (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 km h⁻¹</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6 km h⁻¹</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8 km h⁻¹</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10 km h⁻¹</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Discrete Element Simulation Test

The furrow opener was tested in a discrete element virtual soil bin. The soil in the bin represents the characteristics of black soil in the main agricultural crops planting areas in northeast China. The conditions and equipment of discrete element simulation test were shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Discrete element simulation test conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Company and Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>EDEM 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Equipment</td>
<td>Lenovo 81Q2 computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-10210U CPU @ 1.60 Hz(8 CPUs), ~2.1 GHz 128 GB RAM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.1. Selection of Simulation Model and Calibration of Parameter Calculation

In the virtual experiment, the selection of particle parameters had a great influence on the accuracy of the experimental results. The black clay in northeast China features low porosity, more clay particles, higher humus content, and complex soil properties. The moisture content of crops during the cultivation period is generally between 10% and 13%. In this study, the soil type with 13% moisture content is selected for the discrete element experiment [31]. The Hertz Mindlin with JKR condensation model in EDEM software is used, which considers the cohesive force between wet particles and agglomerated materials, such as soil particles. In the Hertz Mindlin with JKR condensation model, the force that
two particles need to be separated depends on the liquid surface tension $\gamma_s$ and wetting angle, as shown in Formula (1) [32]:

$$F_{\text{pullout}} = -2\pi\gamma_s \cos(\theta)R_i^{1/2}R_j^{1/2},$$

where $F_{\text{pullout}}$ is the force required to separate two particles (N), $\theta$ is the contact angle (rad), R is the particle radius (mm).

The selection of simulation parameters was shown in Table 5. The method used by Ucgul, Fielke and Saunders [22] was used to calibrate the angle of repose of simulated soil by comparing with the actual angle of repose of soil and constantly modify the parameters of EDEM2020 software to match the target angle of repose of soil (China northeast black soil). The measurement method used by Barr et al. [33] was used. Firstly, the soil was dried at 105 °C for 24h, then water was added into the soil and made it uniform. The water content was controlled at 13%. The soil was loaded into a pipe with a height of 580 mm and an inner diameter of 150 mm. The soil was compacted by applying load, and the density was controlled at 1280 kg m$^{-3}$. Then the pipe was pulled up at a constant speed of 500 mm s$^{-1}$, and the released soil naturally accumulated. The average angle of repose was 28.33°. The standard deviation was 0.31° (Figure 5a). In the virtual test, the angle of repose of soil was measured after the particles were completely static after repeating the above test, and the rolling friction coefficient and surface energy parameters between soil particles were continuously modified until the angle of repose reached 28.33° (Figure 5b). The best coefficient was soil particle rolling coefficient 0.38 and surface energy parameter was 0.5 J m$^{-2}$.

**Table 5. Simulation parameters of the discrete element simulation test.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density of Soil Particles (kg m$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>2050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of Steel (kg m$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>7830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear Modulus of Soil (MPa)</td>
<td>$8.5 \times 10^5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear Modulus of Steel (MPa)</td>
<td>$7.27 \times 10^{10}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s Ratio of Soil</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s Ratio of Steel</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of Restitution of soil-soil</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of Restitution of soil-steel</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of Static of soil-soil</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of Static of soil-steel</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of Rolling of soil-steel</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5. Calibration of soil rest angle.** (a) Image in the laboratory; (b) Image in the discrete element simulation test.

2.2.2. Establishment of Simulation Model

The experiment was simulated by EDEM software for black soils in the northeast at 13% moisture content (density of 1280 kg m$^{-3}$). Using the Barr, Ucgul, Desbiolles and Fielke [33] experimental method, spherical particles randomly generated using 2–3 mm particles were distributed in a virtual soil bin, and then virtual plane loads were applied to compress to the desired density to match the soil bulk density of the physical soil bin, and the virtual plane was lowered to below the target height of 1 mm to prevent the virtual plane from rising due to particle expansion. Three sections of the virtual soil bin were
created (Figure 6). One of them was 1000 mm to ensure soil equilibrium; 700 mm zone was used for data collection (to prevent intermittent soil flow caused by the furrow opener from causing variation in test results); and 300 mm zone was used to eliminate defects caused by the furrow opener leaving the soil bin. Setting the width and depth of the soil bin at 400 mm and 140 mm was performed to eliminate the effect of the soil bin boundary on particle movement. A 100 mm wide collection zone was added on both sides of the soil bin to collect the laterally thrown soil particles. Each furrow opener was imported into the virtual environment separately before the test to simulate the desired working depth and working speed.

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of virtual earth warehouse.

2.3. Simulation Experiment Design
2.3.1. Determination of Opening Furrow Resistances

Figure 7 shows the curves of determination of opening furrow force with the operation time in the discrete element test at an operation speed of 10 km h\(^{-1}\) and a fertilizer application depth of 80 mm. The red dashed line in Figure 7 is within the data collection area, and the blue dashed line is the average of the determination of opening furrow force in the data collection area as determination of opening furrow force under this operating condition.

Figure 7. Determination of opening furrow force.

2.3.2. Determination of Furrow Profile Parameters

In this study, the furrow profile was extracted by grid box. A porosity grid was established in the data collection area of the soil bin to extract the furrow profile [33], as shown in Figure 8.
After extracting the furrow profile, the parameters of $A_1$, $A_2$, $A_1 + A_2$ Furrow backfill, Furrow width, Lateral soil throw and Furrow spill over could be extracted, as shown in Figure 9. Furrow backfill and Furrow spill over are defined by Equations (2) and (3) respectively.

$$Furrow \text{ backfill} = \frac{A_1}{A_1 + A_2} \tag{2}$$

$$Furrow \text{ spill over} = \text{Lateral soil throw} - \frac{\text{Furrow width}}{2} \tag{3}$$

Figure 9. Furrow profile parameters.

### 2.4. Indoor Soil Bin Test

Considering the error of the simulation test and to verify the reliability of the discrete element test, a solid of Su3 was fabricated using CNC technology in this study (Figure 10), and Su3 was tested by indoor soil bin test at the Agricultural Machinery Laboratory of Northeast Agricultural University (126°43'25 N, 45°44'27 E). The soil in the soil bin was the soil shown in Table 6.

Figure 10. Su3 entity.

**Table 6.** Soil parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Site</th>
<th>Cone Index (MPa)</th>
<th>Soil Capacity (kg m⁻³)</th>
<th>Soil Water Content (%)</th>
<th>Soil Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Depth (mm)</th>
<th>pH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Numerical value</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>13.50</td>
<td>25.47</td>
<td>80.00</td>
<td>7.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The soil needed to be laid in layers to ensure that each layer had the same physical properties, such as bulk weight and water content. The maximum depth of liquid fertilizer deep trenching test was 80 mm, so it was decided to lay 30 mm of base soil first, and the upper layer was laid every 20 mm soil layer and compacted twice with 10 kg roller for reciprocation to ensure uniform soil bulk density in each layer. The total depth of the soil in the final bin was 140 mm, and five samples were randomly selected to determine the soil properties. The measured soil capacity of the sampled soil was 1280 kg m$^{-3}$, which was similar to the soil parameters of the discrete element test.

The experiment used a sensor and data processing system installed on a motorized test vehicle to collect and organize the test data (Figure 11). To avoid signal instability, the force measurement system was calibrated and zeroed prior to conducting the formal tests. At the end of each test run, all the soil above the subgrade soil was removed, collated and relaid. The test equipment models are shown in Table 7.

![Su3 experiment of soil bin.](image)

**Figure 11.** Su3 experiment of soil bin.

Tests were conducted at 80 mm operating depth, 4 km h$^{-1}$, 6 km h$^{-1}$, 8 km h$^{-1}$ and 10 km h$^{-1}$. Data were collected and screened after the tests to remove individual error points (mutation values) and obtain test data. The soil condition after the operation is shown in Figures 12 and 13. After the furrow opener operation, five cross sections were randomly selected in the data collection area at five locations, and a white board was inserted without disturbing the soil, and the outer furrow was depicted using a marker, and the furrow was depicted twice after the end of the operation by removing the loose soil with a brush. After extraction, the photos were imported into CAXA software for measurement, and the average of the five sets of data was taken as the furrow parameters for the soil bin test under this operating condition.

**Table 7.** Equipment model and parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Soil bin cart</td>
<td>Homemade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mechanical test systems</td>
<td>Homemade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>High-speed camera</td>
<td>sCMOS</td>
<td>PCO Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Frequency conversion cabinet</td>
<td>F1000-G055T3C</td>
<td>Orient Drive Electric Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Three-phase asynchronous motor</td>
<td>Y2-10L2-4</td>
<td>Yongze Machinery Co.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Soil bin experiment furrow.](image)

**Figure 12.** Soil bin experiment furrow.
3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Influence of Furrow Opener on Opening Forces

For the force analysis of a simple furrow opener that is centrosymmetric, two factors need to be considered: horizontal forces and vertical forces [34]. Figure 14a,b show the horizontal and vertical forces versus operating speed for the bionic liquid fertilizer deep application opener versus the standard fertilizer opener in discrete element simulation tests for operating conditions of (80 mm) depth and (4 km h\(^{-1}\), 6 km h\(^{-1}\), 8 km h\(^{-1}\), and 10 km h\(^{-1}\)) speed. Under the condition of 80 mm depth, the speed increased from 4 km h\(^{-1}\) to 10 km h\(^{-1}\), and the results of the discrete element simulation test showed that when the operating speed increased, the horizontal and vertical forces parameters of the furrow opener increased with the operating speed, and the horizontal force of the bionic liquid fertilizer deep application furrow opener was smaller than the core-share furrow opener, and the vertical forces were greater than the core-share furrow opener. As shown in Figure 14a, the horizontal forces parameters of Su1, Su2, Su3, and Su4 decreased by 9.4%, 7.2%, 17.7%, and 21.3% on average with respect to Su0 when the operating speed increased from 4 km h\(^{-1}\) to 10 km h\(^{-1}\), and the horizontal forces reduction effect was significant. The vertical forces parameters of Su1 and Su3 increased by 3.8% and 2.1% on average with respect to Su0. The horizontal force of Su1 and Su3 increased by 3.8% and 2.1% on average, and the vertical force parameters of Su2 and Su4 decreased by 7.4% and 2.7% on average with respect to Su0.

3.2. The Effect of Operating Speed and Furrow Opener Working Surface Contour Line on the Degree of Soil Disturbance

3.2.1. Furrow Profile A1 Parameters

Figure 15a shows the relationship of A1 parameters with operating speed and opener structure. The bionic liquid fertilizer deep application opener can significantly reduce the A1 parameters compared to the standard fertilizer opener. Su1, Su2, Su3, and Su4 reduce on average 35.3%, 38.9%, 43.7%, and 30.3%. Under the same operating conditions, the bionic liquid fertilizer deep application opener has smaller A1 parameters relative to...
the core-share opener, which can minimize the damage to crop roots and avoid affecting crop growth.

![Image of graphs and diagrams](attachment:image.jpg)

**Figure 15.** Main parameters of furrow profile predicted by discrete element test: (a) $A_1$; (b) $A_2$; (c) $A_1 + A_2$; (d) Furrow backfill; (e) Furrow width; (f) Lateral soil throw; (g) Furrow spill over.

### 3.2.2. Furrow Profile $A_2$ Parameters

Figure 15b shows the relationship between the $A_2$ parameter operating speed and the structure of the furrow opener. The $A_2$ parameter is basically the same for each furrow opener at lower speeds, and with the increase in operating speed, $Su_1$ has the largest growth trend, and the rest of the furrow openers have a more similar growth trend. The average increase in $Su_1$ relative to $Su_0$ is 16.8%, and the average decrease in $Su_2$, $Su_3$ and $Su_4$ is 11.5%, 28.22% and 11.57%. Under low-speed operating conditions, the bionic liquid fertilizer deep application opener has smaller $A_2$ parameters relative to the core-share opener.
opener, which can avoid environmental pollution due to excessive volatilization of liquid fertilizer and save the amount of chemical liquid fertilizer.

3.2.3. Furrow Profile A₁ + A₂ Parameters

Figure 15c shows the relationship between A₁ + A₂ parameters and furrow opener structure and operating speed. A₁ + A₂ parameters of Su₀ increased significantly with increasing operating speed and caused substantial soil disturbance, while A₁ + A₂ parameters of Su₁, Su₂, Su₃, and Su₄ decreased on average by 38.2%, 40.8%, 29.2% and 24.5% relative to Su₀. The A₁ + A₂ parameters can intuitively reflect the degree of soil disturbance by the openers [35], and the bionic liquid fertilizer deep application openers have smaller A₁ + A₂ parameters compared to the core-share openers, A₁ + A₂ parameters can effectively reduce soil disturbance.

3.2.4. Furrow Profile Furrow Backfill Parameters

Figure 15d shows the relationship between Furrow backfill parameters and furrow opener structure and operating speed, where the backfill rate parameter gradually decreases as the operating speed increases. The Furrow backfill parameters for the Su₀ were on average 3.6%, 2.2%, 0.9% and 0.9% higher than for Su₁, Su₂, Su₃, and Su₄ = The Furrow backfill parameters were lower due to the larger A₂ parameters of the bionic liquid fertilizer deep application opener, and the bionic liquid fertilizer deep application opener was unable to improve the soil backfill rate relative to the core-share opener.

3.2.5. Furrow Profile Furrow Width Parameters

Figure 15e shows the relationship between Furrow width parameter and furrow opener structure and operating speed. With the increase in operating speed, the Furrow width parameter gradually increased, Su₃ and Su₄ compared with Su₀, with an average increase of 3.4% and 0.2%, respectively. Su₁ and Su₂ compared with Su₀, with an average increase of 13.1% and 19.5%, respectively. After 6 km/h, the values of Su₀ are on average 14.89%, 23.43%, 12.56%, and 9.60% higher than those of Su₁, Su₂, Su₃, and Su₄.

3.2.6. Furrow Profile Lateral Soil Throw Parameters

Figure 15f shows the relationship between Lateral soil throw parameters and operating speed and furrow opener structure. When the operating speed increased, all Lateral soil throw parameters increased, and Su₁, Su₂, Su₃ and Su₄ decreased on average by 6.2%, 11.5%, 8.8% and 6.1%, respectively, relative to Su₀. Furrow width and higher Lateral soil throw not only cause low Furrow backfill, but also may carry weed seeds from the soil surface layer into adjacent gullies and between crop plants, affecting crop growth.

3.2.7. Furrow Profile Furrow Spill over Parameters

Figure 15g shows the relationship between Furrow spill over parameter and operating speed and furrow opener structure, when the operating speed increases, the Lateral soil throw parameter decreases and then increases with the operating speed. The Furrow spill over parameter is smaller and decreases gradually, so Su₁, Su₂, Su₃, and Su₄ increase on average by 26.0%, decrease by 26.0%, decrease by 22.8% and increase by 6.0%, respectively, relative to Su₀ when the operating speed is greater than 6 km h⁻¹.

3.3. Discussion

According to Figure 16, Su₁, Su₂, Su₃, and Su₄ are the curvature characteristics of the contour lines of each bionic liquid fertilizer deep application furrow opener, whose amount of the extreme value points are 3, 3, 4, and 2. The horizontal working force of the furrow opener comes mainly from the adhesion and collision of soil particles. The contour lines of the working surface of each opener in the test were different, and the parameters of the horizontal operating open furrow forces values differ greatly. The entry curves of each opener are the same, and the vertical operating open furrow forces are basically the same.
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The simulation results showed that the bionic sturgeon liquid fertilizer opener significantly reduced the horizontal operating open furrow forces during the operation compared with the core-share opener, and had less effect on the vertical forces. According to the velocity particle image (Figure 17), Su0 caused a large number of soil particles to disturb around during operation, and the bionic furrow opener had a good streamline structure. Soil particles flowed along the outer curve of the bionic furrow opener under the effect of collision and extrusion, which significantly reduced the A1, A1 + A2 and Furrow width operation parameters, but A2, Lateral soil throw and Furrow spill over parameters were not reduced significantly, and Furrow backfill parameters were lower compared to the core-share opener parameter values. Furrow backfill parameters were defined by Equation (2), due to the small A1 operating parameters of the bionic sturgeon liquid fertilizer furrow opener, and the A2 operating parameters were not reduced significantly, resulting in the Furrow spill over parameter being defined by Equation (3). The bionic liquid fertilizer furrow opener significantly reduced the Furrow width operating parameter compared to the core-share furrow opener, and the Lateral soil throw operating parameter was not reduced significantly, resulting in the Furrow spill over parameter being too high. As demonstrated in Peng et al. [34], Zhijun et al. [36], Godwin [37], the simple curvature change characteristics of the touching surface (such as straight lines, circular arcs, etc.) can cause greater disturbance to the soil and increase the adhesion between the furrow opener and the soil and operational open furrow forces, the curve characteristics with complex curvature change can make the soil stress field in front of the bionic surface fluctuate at high speed, so as to obtain excellent drag reduction performance and disturbance reduction performance.

Figure 16. Curvature characteristics of the contour line of each bionic liquid fertilizer deep application opener.

Figure 17. Cont.
Figure 17. Top view of 80 mm depth profile at 10 km h\(^{-1}\) (color scale indicates velocity distribution). (a) Su\(_0\) operation; (b) Su\(_1\) operation; (c) Su\(_2\) operation; (d) Su\(_3\) operation; (e) Su\(_4\) operation.

3.4. Soil Bin Test

The test results are shown in Figure 18. Figure 18a shows the comparison of the results of the horizontal forces of the furrow opener in the discrete element test and the indoor soil bin test, and Figure 18b shows the comparison of the results of the vertical forces in the discrete element test and the soil bin test. With the increase in the operating speed, the error of the horizontal operating open furrow forces is between \(-8.07\%\) and \(5.67\%\), and the error of the vertical operating open furrow forces is between \(7.87\%\) and \(35.10\%\). The error may be due to the larger volume and mass of soil particles in the discrete element test compared to the actual soil particles.

Figure 18. Comparison of the test results of Su\(_3\) in the discrete element test and the indoor soil bin test under different operating speed conditions. (a) Horizontal force; (b) Vertical force.

Figure 19 shows the comparison between the results of the soil bin test and the discrete element test for the furrow profile parameters of Su\(_3\). The discrete element test predicted the furrow profile shape of the furrow opener. The \(A_1\) parameter, \(A_1 + A_2\) parameter, and Lateral soil throw parameter are predicted more accurately in the discrete element test, and the errors of other parameters are relatively large, with the error of \(A_1\) parameter ranging from \(-6.7\%\) to \(23.6\%\), the error of \(A_2\) parameter ranging from \(-38.7\%\) to \(89.2\%\), the error of \(A_1 + A_2\) parameter ranging from \(6.8\%\) to \(24.5\%\), the error of Furrow width parameter ranging from \(-15.1\%\) to \(39.3\%\), Lateral soil throw parameter error between \(-9.1\%\) and \(0.8\%\). The errors of the \(A_2\) and Furrow spill over parameters are larger, which may be attributed to the fact that the soil particles in the discrete element test are not in the range of \(-71.0\%\) to \(15.5\%\), and the errors of the Furrow backfill parameter are \(-2.1\%\) to \(5.7\%\). The errors in the \(A_2\) and Furrow spill over parameters are probably due to the fact that the
volume and mass of the soil particles in the discrete element test are larger than those of the actual soil particles, which affects the movement of the soil particles, and the furrow profile in the discrete element test has more curvature points, which is affected by the grid resolution when extracted by the EDEM software void degree grid.

Figure 19. Comparison of Su_3 furrow profile parameters predicted by the discrete element test model at 80 mm operating depth and each operating speed condition. (a) A_1; (b) A_2; (c) A_1 + A_2; (d) Furrow backfill; (e) Furrow width; (f) Lateral soil throw; (g) Furrow spill over.

Figure 20 shows the movement of soil particles during Su_3 operation in the discrete element virtual test compared with the indoor soil bin test. It can be seen from the figure that under the action of the opener, the soil particles sink in front of the opener, and the soil particles on both sides fly out to the sides under the action of other soil particles, forming a "double hump" shape, while a semicircular disturbance area is formed in front of the
opener. The discrete element test is similar to the soil particle movement boundary in the soil bin test, but the soil particles in the discrete element test are larger in volume and mass compared with the actual soil particles, resulting in a less pronounced front-end collapse of the furrow opener compared to the soil bin test situation. The pattern of soil disturbance during operation with the narrow furrow opener in Godwin [34] was essentially the same, indicating that the discrete element test parameters were set more accurately.

![Figure 20.](image)

**Figure 20.** Comparison of soil particle movement during Su3 operation predicted by the discrete element test model with the indoor soil bin test at 80 mm operation depth and 10 km h⁻¹ velocity. (a) Discrete element test; (b) Indoor soil bin test.

4. Conclusions

In this study, the open furrow resistances and soil disturbance by operating speed and bottom contour line were conducted based on the discrete element method using a core-share opener and a bionic sturgeon liquid fertilizer deep application opener. The test results showed that compared with the core-share opener, the bionic sturgeon liquid fertilizer deep application opener (the opener working surface adopts the sturgeon bionic curve with multi-pole characteristics) can significantly reduce the horizontal force during operation and has no significant effect on reducing the vertical force. It can significantly reduce $A_1$ parameter, $A_1 + A_2$ parameter, and Furrow width parameter of furrow profile after operation, and it reduce $A_2$ parameters, Lateral soil throw parameters, Furrow backfill parameters, and Furrow spill over parameters were not significantly reduced.
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